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Section 1 : Introduction



When the inspector comes around, 
what do you want
him to see?

that

this

or

Lubrication storage, handling, and dispensing is often overlooked, but 
it is critical to a successful maintenance program. Correct storage and 
handling can lead to real savings. The return on investment, often 
referred to as ROI, can be immediate with reduced equipment failures 
leading to increased production up-time. In fact, a few quick in your 
lube program can lead to improved work areas, safer conditions, 
cleaner lubricants, lower equipment maintenance cost, improved 
production, and more.

This guide is designed to give you direction to get on the road to 
a world class lube room. Whether you have 3 lubricants or 30 - 
these tools will help guide you on your way. Does this guide contain 
everything you need to know - of course not - but it can definitely put 
you on the path to success.

The benefits are numerous and not often measureable. Safer and 
cleaner environment is obvious and is something that you can see 
right away. However, such factors like longer bearing or motor life is 
not something people think about but should.

Benefits to a Proper Lube Room:
Safer Workplace

Cleaner Environment
Help Eliminate Errors

Proper Practices
Less Workplace Violations

Increased Reliability
Less Contamination

Longer Equipment Life
Lower Lubrication Costs

Less Downtime
Increased Production

Lower Maintenance Costs

Having a clean and safe work area helps operations. 
If an inspector comes through and spots a dirty lube 
room with potential hazards - they may start to 
wonder what else they should be looking for...



It seems like all they care about is the bottom line...
That’s fine with us.

Many times an updated lube room can give companies an 
immediate boost with lower maintenance costs because 
equipment is receiving the proper oil that is cleaner than 

before. Increased up-time leads to longer production times. 
Equipment with a proper lube program can lead to longer life 

and extending capital purchases to their fullest.

Top companies see a proper lube room not as an expense, 
but as an investment.

Studies of equipment frequently reveals that equipment is breaking 
down much earlier than projected - mainly because of lubrication 
issues. Proper storage and dispensing of oils can have a dramatic 

affect of your return on investments such as equipment like conveyors, 
production lines, generators, motors, pumps, and more.

So how much is it going to cost? A common question but it depends. 
Figure on spending anywhere from a few thousand if you only need 

basic items like Oil Safe color coded drums and lids to carry around and 
a safety cabinet to store them when not in use. Complete systems with 

bulk systems and a full room filled with lubrication goodies can cost 
anywhere from thirty to fifty thousand. Large organizations with many 
lubricants and elaborate storage requirements may be in the hundred 
thousand range. That may sound like a lot but keep in mind that case 
studies have shown that the return on investment is recouped, often 

times in a very short period.

So if your maintenance budget is spiraling out of control and equipment 
is being repaired to often, a proper lube room can cut these costs and 

increase production.



Fixing Old Habits

Don’t use old containers 
to transport fluid 
to any equipment. It 
quickly introduces 
contamination.

Funnels are susceptible to dirt 
and dust in addition to cross 
contamination. Use the ForFluids 
Oil Safe containers and if you 
have to use a funnel, use a 
disposable paper funnel.

Double violation - Just don’t 
do this.

Open air transfer containers introduce 
moisture, dust, and dirt to your fluids. 
Use a closed transfer container 
assigned only to one fluid.

Don’t store drums where 
dust and dirt can collect 
on top or in locations where 
they can collect rain water. 



Studies show that new oil is simply not clean enough for today’s 
modern equipment. Unless your lubricant supplier is giving you a 
certificate that guarantees the level of cleanliness, it isn’t without 

impurities. Fortunately, it is easy to clean. Using a Oil Safe Advance 
or Work Center bulk storage system helps clean your fluid going in 

AND going out.

Applicability Flow Chart

Source: SPCC Guidance for Regional Inspectors, www.epa.gov/oilspill

Is the facility or part of the facility (e.g. complex)
considered non-transportation-related?

Is the facility engaged in drilling, producing,
gathering, storing, processing, refining,

transferring, distributing, using, or consuming oil?

The facility IS
subject to SPCC.

The facility IS NOT
subject to SPCC.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Is the total aggregate capacity of
aboveground oil storage containers

greater than 1,320 gallons of oil?

(Do not include containers less than 55
gallons, permanently closed containers,

motive power containers or storage
containers used exclusively for

wastewater treatment)

Is the total aggregate capacity of
completely buried storage tanks

greater than 42,000 gallons of oil?

(Do not include completely buried tanks
subject to all technical requirements of
40 CFR 280/281, containers less than

55 gallons, permanently closed
containers, or storage containers used
exclusively for wastewater treatment)

or

Could the facility reasonably be expected to
discharge oil in quantities that may be harmful into

navigable waters or adjoining shorelines?

Yes

No

No

No

No

SPCC Guidelines

The Oil Pollution Prevention regulation, under the authority of the Clean Water 
Act, sets forth requirements for prevention of, preparedness for, and response to 
oil discharges at specific non-transportation related facilities. To prevent oil from 
reaching navigable waters and adjoining shorelines, and to contain discharges of 
oil, the regulation requires these facilities to develop and implement SPCC plans 
establish procedures, methods, and equipment requirements. 
There is a lot of different guidelines and regulations for the EPA’s SPCC rule and 
further information can be found online at: www.epa.gov

New oil isn’t as 
clean as you think.



Section 2 : Determine Needs



Lubricants List:

1. Mobil Hydraulic Oil 32                           55 gallons       110 gallons        red                Lube Room
2. Shell Synthetic Gear Oil 320                330g tote       330 gallons       blue                Lube Room
3. Shell Synthetic Gear Oil 460                55 gallons         55 gallons      yellow              Lube Room
4. Penzoil 10W30 Motor Oil                           5g pails           10 gallons         ---          Maint. Room Cabinet

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

#.   Lubricant
Purchase 
Container

Qty to 
Store Storage LocationColor

Oil Safe storage and 
container systems have 

10 different colors. Color 
coding will help simplify 

dispensing and help 
eliminate errors.

If you have more than 10 
lubricants that need colors, no 
problem, we have you covered. 

We can create a custom 
labeling system that includes 

shapes such as diamonds, 
squares, and triangles to help 

organize lubricants.

#.   Lubricant
Purchase 
Container

Qty to 
Store Storage LocationColor

Lubricant Worksheet
Use this worksheet to determine needs. For example, how fluids 
comes in, where to store, and number of fluids.



choose a bulk system
Oil Safe Advanced System

The Oil Safe Advance Bulk Storage System can easily get you up to speed with best practices. This space efficient design features color 
coding, pressurized dispensing taps, built in spill containment, and a separate pump/filter for each tank providing 3 way filtration (filters while 
filling, re-circulate, and dispensing). Ships assembled and virtually ready to use - just screw on the taps and the drip tray, plug it in and you 
have a best practice storage system.

Advanced Bulk System Specifications
Pre-assembled SPCC Spill 

Containment Taps Pumps/Filter 
Sets

3-Way 
Filtration

Electrical 
Protection

Dispensing 
Console

Dual Stage 
Filtration

High Viscosity 
Pumps Fire Safety Hose Reels

Yes
Yes

Depending on 
configuration

Pressurized 1 per tank Yes Yes No No Optional Optional Optional

Color coded 12 gauge 
aluminized tanks 

available in 4 sizes

Retractable static 
discharge reel

Dedicated pump and 
filter per tank

Spill containment of 75 gallons 
for SPCC compliance

Pallet truck and 
forklift compatible

Removable Stainless 
Steel drip tray

Easy dispensing to 
transfer containers 
from color coded 

dispensers with auto 
shut off taps

Desiccant breatherLevel gauges

• Dedicated Pump and Filter per tank - This helps prevent cross 
contamination.

• Spill Containment - built in spill containment for work place 
safety and SPCC compliance.

• Flame Resistant Fire Suppression Hose Assemblies

• Heavy Duty Tanks - 12 gauge aluminized tanks available in 10 
colors and 4 sizes; 30, 65, 120, and 240 gallon.

• Pre-Assembled - Get up and running quickly without spending a 
couple of days chasing down tools and parts building a system.

• Compact Footprint - Each pod is 46” wide x 61”deep.



Lubrication Work Center Specifications
Pre-assembled SPCC Spill 

Containment Taps Pumps/Filter 
Sets

3-Way 
Filtration

Electrical 
Protection

Dispensing 
Console

Dual Stage 
Filtration

High Viscosity 
Pumps Fire Safety Hose Reels

Yes
Yes

Depending on 
configuration

Pressurized 1 per tank Yes Yes Yes Optional Optional Optional Optional

that fits your needs
Oil Safe Work Center System

Color coded 12 gauge 
aluminized tanks 

available in 4 sizes

Retractable static 
discharge reel

Dedicated pump and 
filter per tank

Spill containment of 75 gallons 
for SPCC compliance

Pallet truck and 
forklift compatible

Stainless Steel drip tray

Easy dispensing to transfer 
containers from color 

coded dispensers with auto 
shut off taps

Desiccant breather
Level gauges

Storage compartment or 
optional hose reels

Storage shelf

The Oil Safe Work Center Bulk Storage System is like an instant lube room. The color coded central dispensing station makes filling with the 
right lubricant a snap. There is a storage cabinet below the dispensing station or if you upgrade to hose reels they are conveniently stored 
inside. Features color coding, pressurized dispensing taps, built in spill containment, and a separate pump/filter for each tank providing 3 way 
filtration (filters while filling, re-circulate, and dispensing). Ships assembled and virtually ready to use - just screw on the taps, plug it in and 
you have a best practice storage system.

• Dedicated Pump and Filter per tank - This helps prevent cross 
contamination.

• Electrical Protection - Circuit breakers, surge protectors and 
motor overload protection.

• Spill Containment - built in spill containment for work place 
safety and SPCC compliance.

• Flame Resistant Fire Suppression Hose Assemblies

• Ergonomic Dispensing Station - dedicated dispensing station with 
work surfaces and storage.

• Heavy Duty Tanks - 12 gauge aluminized tanks available in 10 
colors and 4 sizes; 30, 65, 120, and 240 gallon.

• Pre-Assembled - Get up and running quickly without spending a 
couple of days chasing down tools and parts building a system.

• Compact Footprint - Each pod is 46” wide x 61”deep.

Tip: You can’t go wrong with either system, but the Work Center has the option of having the dispensing station located away from the tanks. For example, the dispensing station can be in one room but the tanks can be in the next room. Additional cost may apply.



containers
For more than a decade, the Oil Safe System has been the oil 
transfer management system preferred by leading companies 
around the world.

People often go to great lengths to preserve the quality of 
their oil only to contaminate it by using filthy containers, 
pouring it through a dirty funnel, or inadvertently mixing it 
with different oil.

The Oil Safe system is a fully sealing unit that prevents 
contaminants from getting into the oil. The pour spouts 
available make dispensing quick and easy and with 10 
different colors help prevent cross contamination.

Beige

Black

Blue

Dark Green

Grey

Mid Green

Orange

Purple

Red

Yellow

Fully interchangeable 
drums and lids, any 
style lid works with 
any size drum

Push button auto shutoff 
air intake enables smooth 
pouring of lubricants

Robust lid design for 
easier handling

Oil Safe down-stroke 
pump delivers 1 liter with 
approximately 12 strokes

See through drums with 
graduated markings in 
both liter and US quarts 
make it easy to see and 
measure levels

Bright colors make Oil Safe 
dispensers easy to find and 
easy to color code lubricants

Quick twist spout is 
easy to open and close. 
Controls flow and keeps 
dirt out

Not suitable for fuels or solvents.WARNING:

Available in 10 Colors

transfer



Beige 100400 Mid Green 100405
Black 100401 Orange 100406
Blue 100402 Purple 100407
Dark Green 100403 Red 100408
Gray 100404 Yellow 100409

Beige 100500 Mid Green 100505
Black 100501 Orange 100506
Blue 100502 Purple 100507
Dark Green 100503 Red 100508
Gray 100504 Yellow 100509

Beige 100100 Mid Green 100105
Black 100101 Orange 100106
Blue 100102 Purple 100107
Dark Green 100103 Red 100108
Gray 100104 Yellow 100109

Beige 100200 Mid Green 100205
Black 100201 Orange 100206
Blue 100202 Purple 100207
Dark Green 100203 Red 100208
Gray 100204 Yellow 100209

Mini Spout Lid
With an outlet diameter of 
approximately .25” (7mm), this 
spout is ideal for lubrication jobs 
where equipment filler holes are small. The 
narrow spout is perfect for precise filling.

Stretch Spout Lid
Designed for use where precision 
pouring of lubricants is required 
including hard to reach areas. With a 
.5” spout opening and longer spout, this lid 
is ideal for lower viscosity oils (<ISO 220).

Stumpy Spout Lid
This wide spout model with a 1” 
opening is designed for applications 
where a higher lubricant flow is 
required. Match with a Stumpy Extension 
Hose to help with hard to reach fill points.

1.5 Liter/US Quart 101001
2 Liter/US Quart 101002
3 Liter/US Quart 101003
5 Liter/US Quart 101005
10 Liter/US Quart 101010

Storage Lid
With this lid, Oil Safe drums can be prefilled 
for storage or easier transportation. This is 
a convenient alternative to handling those 
bulky 5 gallon pails.

Utility Lid
This multi purpose lid with a large 2” outlet 
hole ensures controlled fast pouring of 
lubricants. Match this lid to a 3, 5, or 10 
liter/quart drum for use with Oil Safe pump.

Drum
Every Oil Safe lid fits any Oil Safe drum. 
Fully interchangeable with lids and have an 
extra wide neck opening for rapid pouring 
and easy cleaning. Has Metric/Quart marks.

Standard Pump
Excellent for lubricating hard to reach fill 
points. This down stroke discharge pump 
delivers 1 liter for approximately 12 strokes. 
Match with the Utility Lid and 3, 5, or 10 
liter/quart Oil Safe drum.
Standard Pump 102000

Stumpy Spout Extension Hose 10” 102021

5’ Replacement Pump Hose 920206
10’ Replacement Pump Hose 920207
Pump Reducer Nozzle 102030

Pump Accessories (Standard & Premium)
Beige 102300 Mid Green 102305
Black 102301 Orange 102306
Blue 102302 Purple 102307
Dark Green 102303 Red 102308
Gray 102304 Yellow 102309

Premium Pump
This heavy duty discharge pump is fully 
serviceable, color coded, accessory port, 
and has an ultra comfortable D handle grip 
design. Match with the Utility Lid and 3, 5, or 
10 liter/quart Oil Safe drum.

5’ Hose ¼” NPT Kit w/breather 920220
10’ Hose ¼” NPT Kit w/breather 920225
10 micron Breather 920250

Premium Pump Accessories

Tip: To use the 
pumps it needs 
to me matched 
with a Utility Lid

Stretch Spout Extension Hose 12” 102020

Tip: Pumps 
cannot be used 
with a 1.5 or 2 
quart drum

Beige 100300 Mid Green 100305
Black 100301 Orange 100306
Blue 100302 Purple 100307
Dark Green 100303 Red 100308
Gray 100304 Yellow 100309

Mini, 5” x 2.4” pack of 25: FF05-0120
Standard, 5.6” x 2.75” pack of 36: FF01-0132
Professional, 9” x 4.25” pack of 36: FF03-0140
Extended, 16.3” x 3.5” pack of 10: FF04-0120

Paper Funnel
Disposable funnel made from a coated, 
heavy grade paper stock that can be 
used with virtually any liquid or powder. 
Eliminates contamination and ready to use.



Section 3 : Lube Room Design and Layout



cabinets for 

accessories

plus labels

bulk system with
(4) 65g tanks

bulk system with 
(2) 120g tanks

bulk system 
with

(1) 240g tank

NEW LUBE ROOM

dispensing stations

spill decks for drum and 
pail storagelube cart parking

safety cabinet 
for dispensing 

containers

Be Organized
GOALS:

Safer and CLEANER

Eliminate errors!

B4 B2 B1C C

S

Tip: Label cabinets 
and shelves for their 

intended purpose. This 
way your layout will 

be more accurate for 
your needs.



B4

W

B2 BC

bulk system with
(4) 65g tanks

bulk system with
(2) 120g tanks

spill deck

Forklift
Direction

equipment equipment

bulk cabinet for 
storing drums and lids 

and other goodies.

B3 B4B2 W

bulk system
(2) 120g tanks

bulk system
(1) 120g tank
(2) 65g tanks

Lube Center Control 
Panels with Hose 

Reels

bulk system
(4) 65g tanks

spill decks lube cart

S S S C
cabinets and shelves for storage

WB4 B2 BC

bulk system
(4) 65g tanks

Control
Panel

bulk system
(2) 65g tanks bulk cabinet for

all of our stuff

Tip: Sometimes it’s not a “lube 
room”, but a “lube area”. 

Keeping the area organized 
and clean will say a lot about 

the organization and its 
operations.

Tip: Try to draw it to 
scale as much as possible. 
Depending on the size of 
your room, use one square 

equals one foot. If you have 
a smaller room use two 
squares for one foot.



Cabinet

Use this key as a guide if you are assigning each square as 1 foot.

B4

T

BC

W

S Safety Cabinet

Bulk Storage Station

Dispensing Station
(Only for the Lubrication Work Center 
System)

Tote Dispensing Station

Bulk Storage Cabinet

55 Gallon Station
(with 55 gallon drum pictured - not 
included)

Spill Deck or Pallet

Filter / Dispensing Cart

Shelf

C For storing supplies, labeling, new containers, and other 
items. Ranges from 36”-40” wide and 21”-37” deep.

For fuels, solvents, and lubricants that need to be in a 
special cabinet.

The Dispensing Station for the Lubrication Work Center is 
where all the dispensing taps and controls are located.

Cabinet has the same dimensions as the Bulk Storage 
Stations for large capacity storage of lubrication tools 
and parts.

Often times located in another part of the facility nearby 
a “high use” area. Usually the 55G drum is along side 
sitting a spill deck. More than one drum can be nearby ‘at 
the ready’ since the hose with the drum station will reach  
out.

Available in a variety of sizes

Can range in sizes depending on application and options. 
Filter carts are just for filtering fluid while the dispensing 
carts are for filtering and dispensing fluid around your 
facility.

For storing all the stuff you buy from ForFluids.com

Sometimes you have lubricants in larger quantities, and if 
it arrives in totes we have a perfect solution.

Available in a variety of configurations. Typically can hold 
1 to 4 tanks depending on the tank size. It has 2 shelves 
and each shelf can hold either 2-65 gallon tanks or 1-120 
gallon tank. Or for larger operations, a pod can hold 1-240 
gallon tank. To help determine needs, write the number of 
tanks - for example, “B4” is Bulk System with 4 tanks.



New Lube Room

Tip: Don’t want to fill out the worksheets...fax or scan/email us your drawings for an estimate.

Tip: Additional space may 
be needed depending on 
options such as hose reels.

Also leave extra space 
around equipment for 

getting to power outlets.



Tip: Keep in mind that a 

good layout is helpful but 

don’t let that hold up your 

project. Many of the items, 

including the bulk systems, 

can be moved once at your 

facility.

Tip: Don’t want to fill out the worksheets...fax or scan/email us your drawings for an estimate.



Tip: Electrical 
Requirements

Each pump has it’s own 
NEMA 520 plug and it 
is recommended that 
each pump has its own 

dedicated circuit.

Tip: Don’t want to fill out the worksheets...fax or scan/email us your drawings for an estimate.



Section 4 : Purchasing Worksheet



B4

T

BC

WB4

The Oil Safe Advance Bulk Storage System can easily get you up 
to speed with best practices. This space efficient design features 
color coding, pressurized dispensing taps, built in spill containment, 
and a separate pump/filter for each tank providing 3 way filtration 
(filters while filling, re-circulate, and dispensing). Ships assembled 
and virtually ready to use - just screw on the taps and the drip tray, 
plug it in and BAM! - you have a best practice storage system.
Tank sizes 65, 120, 240 gallon. Mix and match tank sizes for your 
applications.

The Oil Safe Work Center Bulk Storage System is like an instant 
lube room. The color coded central dispensing station makes filling 
with the right lubricant a snap. Storage cabinet below dispensing 
station or upgrade to hose reels for filling lube carts. Features color 
coding, pressurized dispensing taps, built in spill containment, and a 
separate pump/filter for each tank providing 3 way filtration (filters 
while filling, re-circulate, and dispensing). Ships assembled and 
virtually ready to use - just screw on the taps and plug it in and 
BAM! - you have a best practice storage system.
Tank sizes 65, 120, 240 gallon. Mix and match tank sizes for your 
applications.

Quantity

# of 65G
tanks

# of 120G
tanks

# of 240G
tanks

# of 65G
tanks

# of 120G
tanks

# of 240G
tanks

This large cabinet has the same dimensions as the bulk systems 
and offers tons of room for storing all types of grease and lube 
related items. Ships fully assembled.

The Tote Dispensing Rack delivers best practice contamination 
control for common 300 gallon totes in a modular, ergonomic, 
and space efficient design. Features retractable hose reel, 3 way 
filtration, and comes assembled. Tote not included.

The Oil Safe Drum Work Station delivers best practice for 55 gallon 
drums. With its compact design, the drum station can be positioned 
anywhere on your factory floor - most often it is located next to 
equipment that may be far from the regular lube room. Drums 
can be placed on spill deck/pallet for SPCC compliance. Features 
stainless steel dispensing console with drip pan, 2-way filtration, 
dedicated stainless hose for drum, and more. Ships assembled and 
ready to use.

Fill out these worksheets and fax/email them to us and we will prepare an estimate for you. 

# of 
cabinets

# of tote 
dispensers

# of drum 
stations



S

C

Spill decks/pallets are necessary for a clean workshop and for the 
EPA SPCC compliance rule. Simply put, they help contain a spill 
whether from an accident such as a forklift or an older drum that 
leaks. Available in 3 different sizes; 1 drum, 2 drum, or 4 drum.

# of 1 drum 
decks

# of 2 drum
decks

# of 4 drum
decks

# of Filter 
Carts

# of Lube 
Dispensing Carts

Filter carts come in a variety of sizes and types but they are 
designed to be compact and self contained capable of removing 
particulate contamination. Ideal for pre-filtering new fluids before 
putting into service, cleaning a hydraulic system after component 
replacement, or supplementing an existing filtration system.
Lube carts also come in a variety of sizes and types and are 
designed for shops where handheld containers are just too small. 
Carts can be fitted with 5 gallon tanks up to 30 gallons for larger 
applications. Lube carts have built in filtration to help keep fluid 
clean and contaminate free.

Safety cabinets are ideal for fuels solvents and lubricant storage. 
Conforms to NFPA Fire Code No 30, OSHA standards and with 
adjustable shelving. Small: 44”h x 43”w x 18”d Medium: 65”h x 
43”w x 18”d Large: 65”h x 32”w x 32”d

# Cabinets
Small - 30 gallon

# Cabinets
Med. - 45 gallon

# Cabinets
Large - 60 gallon

# Cabinets
Medium

# Cabinets
Large

# Cabinets
Workshop

Cabinets instantly organizes your lubricant and equipment items 
and keeps them clean and in one spot. Cabinets include storage 
bins, adjustable shelves, and is fully assembled and ready to use. 
The Workshop cabinet is similar to the large cabinet but includes 
a slide out work table. Medium 82”h x 36”w x 21”d Large: 76”h x 
39”w x 27”d Workshop: 76”h x 39”w x 37”d

Quantity

# of Starter 
Shelving, 24” Deep

# of Add-On 
Shelving, 24” Deep

Galvanized steel shelves deliver exceptional value and longer life 
in harsh environments. Also great for storing solvents, cleaning 
agents, oily or greasy parts and other uses. Shelves are 24” deep x 
36” wide x 84” high. Includes 5 shelves. Color: dove grey.

  43

S T O RAG E  S O LUT I O NS

  For color and warranty information, see inside back cover  |  lyonworkspace.com

• Galvanized shelves deliver 
exceptional value and long life 
in harsh environments

• Ideal in areas subject to high 
humidity or salt air, in unheated 
warehouses

• Also, for storing solvents, cleaning 
agents, oily or greasy parts and 
many other uses

• Sections are 36" wide x 84" high, 
with a choice of three depths

• Shelves are adjustable
 on 11⁄2" centers

*Capacities are based on evenly distributed loads.

Steel Shelving

  12" Deep (625 lb. Capacity*) 18" Deep (650 lb. Capacity*) 24" Deep (700 lb. Capacity*)
 No. of Shelves Starters Add-Ons Starters Add-Ons Starters Add-Ons

 Open Galvanized 
  5 8005SGLV 8005GLV 8006SGLV 8006GLV 8007SGLV 8007GLV
  6 8040SGLV 8040GLV 8041SGLV 8041GLV 8042SGLV 8042GLV
  7 8030SGLV 8030GLV 8031SGLV 8031GLV 8032SGLV 8032GLV
  8 8020SGLV 8020GLV 8021SGLV 8021GLV 8022SGLV 8022GLV

 Closed Galvanized
  5 8037SGLV 8037GLV 8038SGLV 8038GLV 8039SGLV 8039GLV
  6 8260SGLV 8260GLV 8261SGLV 8261GLV 8262SGLV 8262GLV
  7 8090SGLV 8090GLV 8091SGLV 8091GLV 8092SGLV 8092GLV
  8 8080SGLV 8080GLV 8081SGLV 8081GLV 8082SGLV 8082GLV

Six 
Shelf

Six 
Shelf

Seven 
Shelf

Seven 
Shelf

Eight 
Shelf

Eight 
Shelf

Five Shelf
Open Starter

Five Shelf
Open Add-On

Five Shelf
Closed Starter

Five Shelf
Closed Add-On

Pre-Engineered 
8000 Series Shelving 
Sections with Galvanized 
Shelves

IN
STOCK

IN
STOCK

FOR 
IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT

IN
STOCK

ALL ITEMS ON THIS
PAGE ARE FOR

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

QUICK
SHIP

7 WORKING

DAYS

SHIPPED
SET UP

SHIPPED
SET UP

IN
STOCK

ALL ITEMS ON 
THIS PAGE ARE
FOR IMMEDIATE 
SHIPMENT

IN
STOCK

ALL ITEMS ON THIS 
PAGE ARE FOR 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

SHIPPED
SET UP

SHIPPED
SET UP

SHIPPED
SET UP

   
   

 S

HELVING

FEATURES

See Page 40

   
   

 S

HELVING

FEATURES

Note: Only shelves are galvanized.

In Stock Also Available

PuttyPP

Dove GrayDD Wedgewood BlueBB

MADE IN THE

USA

MADE IN THE

USA

MADE IN THE

USA
MADE IN THE

USA

Proper storage and dispensing means longer equipment life.



Transferring your oil from point A to point B isn’t 
complicated as long as you have the right tools.

# of 1.5 Liter/Quart 
Containers

# of 2 Liter/Quart
Containers

# of 3 Liter/Quart
Containers

# of 5 Liter/Quart
Containers

# of 10 Liter/Quart
Containers

Beige

Black

Blue

Dark Green

Grey

Green

Orange

Purple

Red

Yellow

M
in

i
S

tu
m

p
y

S
tr

e
tc

h

Spout Lid

Spout Lid

Spout Lid

C
o

n
ta

in
e
rs

S
to

ra
g

e Lid

U
ti

li
ty Lid

S
ta

n
d

a
rdPump

P
re

m
iu

mPump

# of Standard
Pumps

# Stumpy Spout
Hose Extensions

# Stretch Spout
Hose Extensions

Beige

Black

Blue

Dark Green

Grey

Green

Orange

Purple

Red

Yellow

Beige

Black

Blue

Dark Green

Grey
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YellowTip: To use 
the pumps it 
needs to me 

matched with 
a Utility Lid.

Tip: Mix and 
Match. Every 
Oil Safe lid 
fits every Oil 
Safe drum.
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